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A steadfast champion of his people during the wars with encroaching Anglo-Americans, the
Apache chief Victorio deserves as much attention as his better-known contemporaries Cochise
and Geronimo. In presenting the story of this nineteenth-century Warm Springs Apache warrior,
Kathleen P. Chamberlain expands our understanding of Victorio’s role in the Apache wars and
brings him into the center of events.Although there is little documentation of Victorio’s life
outside military records, Chamberlain draws on ethnographic sources to surmise his childhood
and adolescence and to depict traditional Warm Springs Apache social, religious, and economic
life. Reconstructing Victorio’s life beyond the military conflicts that have since come to define
him, she interprets his character and actions not only as whites viewed them but also as the
logical outcome of his upbringing and worldview.Chamberlain’s Victorio is a pragmatic leader
and a profoundly spiritual man. Caught in the absurdities of post–Civil War Indian policy, Victorio
struggled with the glaring disconnect between the U.S. government’s vision for Indians and their
own physical, psychological, and spiritual needs.Graced with historic photos of Victorio, other
Apaches, and U.S. military leaders, this biography portrays Victorio as a leader who sought a
peaceful homeland for his people in the face of wrongheaded decisions from Washington. It is
the most nearly complete and balanced picture yet to emerge of a Native leader caught in the
conflicts and compromises of the nineteenth-century Southwest.
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territoryTres Castillos and the Victorio CampaignSeries Editor’s PrefaceSTORIES of heroes and
heroines have intrigued many generations of listeners and readers. Americans, like people
everywhere, have been captivated by the lives of military, political, and religious figures and
intrepid explorers, pioneers, and rebels. The Oklahoma Western Biographies endeavor to build
on this fascination with biography and to link it with two other abiding interests of Americans: the
frontier and the American West. Although volumes in the series carry no notes, they are
prepared by leading scholars, are soundly researched, and include a list of sources used. Each
volume is a lively synthesis based on thorough examination of pertinent primary and secondary
sources.Above all, The Oklahoma Western Biographies aim at two goals: to provide readable life
stories of significant westerners and to show how their lives illuminate a notable topic, an
influential movement, or a series of important events in the history and cultures of the American
West.Kathleen P. Chamberlain achieves all the major aims for a volume in this series. Most of all,



she provides a sprightly written story of Victorio, an important westerner and a notable Apache
warrior and chief. She also illuminates the wider contexts of Native American contacts, conflicts,
and compromises with other cultures in the Southwest in the decades during and immediately
after the American Civil War. In this series, we ask writers to prepare life stories that will have a
broad appeal to a wide variety of readers. Professor Chamberlain does exactly that.The author
utilizes an appealing variety of sources in her study of Victorio. Drawing thoroughly on the books
and essays published about this Apache leader, Chamberlain also delves into several major
manuscript collections. Of special note is the writer’s adroit use of ethnographic sources to
clarify the sociocultural contexts surrounding and shaping Victorio’s life and career. In addition,
Chamberlain’s expansive bibliographical essay cites and helpfully evaluates the most important
primary and secondary sources, published and manuscript, for her discussion of Victorio and
Apache culture.This book supplies what we have not had before: a well-written, compact, but
thorough life of Victorio. Previous biographers of this Apache leader emphasize his military
career; Chamberlain does that and much more. She moves beyond earlier monographs and
biographies of other Apache leaders in her skillful employment of ethnographic materials.
Moreover, the author extensively—and judiciously—sorts through oral histories of Apaches
(some recorded later, in the early twentieth century) and adds much from these controversial but
nonetheless essential sources.In short, this is an appealing and valuable book. It is lively and
well written, deals with an intriguing subject in broad sociocultural contexts, and will attract many
readers. Kathleen Chamberlain has produced a valuable biography of Victorio, precisely the kind
of volume we aim for in the Oklahoma Western Biographies series.Richard W. EtulainProfessor
Emeritus of HistoryUniversity of New MexicoPrefaceIN researching and writing this book, I came
to respect Victorio tremendously. I found him an introspective, quiet, and complex chief, unlike
too many leaders today who pontificate the moment the camera rolls but seem to possess few
real convictions. Victorio believed in his people and his culture. Above all, he was a man who
valued peace, but whose patience with incompetence and deception had its limits. Most of what
we know about this Warm Springs Apache leader comes from Department of War records, and
the majority of these focus on his final year of life, the series of close calls and skirmishes
commonly called the Victorio Campaign or War. The events of 1879–80 have largely defined
Victorio. An earlier biographer, Dan L. Thrapp, called him a brilliant military strategist who died
only after his luck and ammunition finally ran out. A contemporary of Victorio, Jason Betzinez,
rated him “head and shoulders” above even Cochise. There is no doubt that Victorio was a
formidable warrior.Still, these analyses and the records upon which they depend fall short and
leave the picture extremely one-sided. Interior Department archives, for example, were written by
Indian agents, superintendents, and commissioners, and thus reveal their concerns and
priorities. We discover, for example, that in 1853 Victorio signed a provisional compact, a sort of
peace treaty. This mark on a piece of paper was his first appearance in the historical record. Still,
it sheds no light on Victorio himself or his role at this negotiation. In another instance, General O.
O. Howard initially described Victorio as so aloof that he seemed hostile. Fortunately Howard



later revealed his second impression: that the chief possessed great strength of character. Agent
John Clum, who at first barely noticed Victorio, was subsequently so impressed with his
leadership abilities that he made the chief a member of the San Carlos Indian court immediately.
Although Clum liked to give nicknames to all of the Apache leaders in his charge, it is telling that
he dared not come up with one for Victorio. Nevertheless, these sources are highly selective in
what they reveal.From the available oral histories, we discover that Victorio was a beloved
husband, father, and grandfather and that his people thought him trustworthy. We see evidence
that Victorio skillfully utilized diplomacy. He made promises to whites—sometimes kept and
sometimes not—and he alternated between accommodation and violence to achieve his ends.
Families whose names we will never know chose to follow him. Warriors who favored waging war
against the Americans tended to gravitate toward other Apache chiefs. Victorio even cooperated
with the Indian agents, at times, to banish those off-reservation Apaches who used his Warm
Springs region as the hub of their raiding operations. We know that his primary goal was to keep
his people on their sacred Warm Springs land permanently, but few, if any, whites realized the
depth of his attachment to the land. They merely thought him stubborn. But an examination of
Apache beliefs reveals that Victorio was persistent because he absolutely believed Ussen, the
Creator, had made Warm Springs specifically for his people. It was their source of power and
their place of origin. They were responsible for its safekeeping, but to carry out the sacred trust
they must remain.Today a drive south on Interstate 25 toward Truth or Consequences, New
Mexico, takes one right through the Cañada Alamosa on former Warm Springs land. The area is
still sparsely populated. If one takes the exit and roams the back roads, it is easy to drive for
miles without meeting a single person. There are a few farms, of course, and a couple of tiny,
isolated villages. Monticello, where Victorio once traded, is evidently being recreated as an artist
community. But it is difficult to understand why the Indian Office so vehemently refused to allow
Victorio’s Warm Springs people to remain here.Victorio made one thing quite clear. He refused
to live at San Carlos, a denuded, rattlesnake-ridden stretch of desert in Arizona, approximately
ninety miles due east of present-day Phoenix, that the military dubbed “Hell’s Forty Acres.” In the
end, the Interior Department excluded all other options. The Victorio Campaign was neither a
last stand nor a suicide mission. Rather, it was an attempt to renegotiate a satisfactory middle
ground with the Indian Office. Federal authorities rejected such a middle ground, destroyed any
hope of compromise, and this ultimately led to Victorio’s death at Tres Castillos in October
1880.This study reconsiders previous assumptions regarding Victorio. At times, he was a war
leader and a chief, but he was a sensitive man as well. He was both pragmatic and profoundly
spiritual. Americans favored the more gregarious Cochise. Neither has Victorio generally
appealed to Hollywood filmmakers, who consistently see Geronimo as making the better story.
This work also uses Victorio’s life to examine the absurdities of post– Civil War Indian policy,
especially the reforms sometimes known as the Peace Policy. Most distasteful was the
disconnect between what reformers in the East envisioned and how their imposed measures in
reality affected Indians. What looked good on paper sometimes caused extreme physical and



psychological distress when put into practice. Sadly, a capricious Indian policy was not peculiar
to the United States. This study also shines a spotlight on Mexico, whose absence of unified
leadership from Mexico City resulted in savage scalp-bounty policies in the states of Chihuahua,
Sonora, and Durango.Finally, Victorio exemplifies what Edward Said labeled “orientalizing” or
“othering,” which continues in literature and Hollywood films. As Ward Churchill accurately
observes, if one were to watch too many western movies, it would seem that Apaches made up
the largest tribe in North America, that they scalped indiscriminately and tortured every passing
white man. In his essay titled “Fantasies of the Master Race: The Cinematic Colonization of
American Indians,” Churchill notes that, “although the empty desert was/is filled with a host of
peoples, anyone taking their ethnographic cues from the movies would be led rapidly to the
conclusion that there was but one: the Apaches.” Moreover, they warred to the exclusion of
nearly everything else.Such pseudohistory is not innocent fun, but has far-reaching
consequences. Stereotypes, says English professor Joyce Kilpatrick in her book Celluloid
Indians: Native Americans and Film, create deep social, ideological, and political predicaments
for Indian peoples. At the very least, they suggest to an uninformed public that Indians—and
Apaches, in particular—are cruel, sadistic people who lack mental prowess and any sort of “real”
religion. This, in turn, has had tremendous implications for government policy and social
interactions. As we explore Victorio’s late-nineteenth-century world, we see the origins of this
Hollywood history. Looking more closely, we discover that warfare and occasional torture were
usually the Apaches’ reactions to post-1835 scalp-bounty policies, massacres, or the wanton
invasion of their land, wildlife, and water sources. But the problem is that mainstream society has
seldom looked more closely. “Othering” made it impossible for Victorio to remain in New Mexico
in 1880, and the myths still affect Apaches today.This book is an ethnohistorical account of
Victorio’s life. Every attempt has been made to analyze Victorio within the context of his culture
and his time. In some instances, oral narrative and archival histories support each other; at other
times there are major discrepancies. These have often been noted, with oral history favored in
most instances. Readers should also know that, except in a few places, this book makes no
attempt to follow day-by-day military accounts, as previous studies have done. My purpose was
to put Victorio, not the U.S. federal government or any other non-Native individual or institution,
at the center of the story.I alternate terms such as Chihenne, Warm Springs, and occasionally
Mimbres and Chiricahua Apaches, to designate Victorio’s people. Most of the oral histories use
the first two terms. Warm Springs is called Ojo Caliente, and the agency there was also called
the Cañada Alamosa agency. Similarly, “Native,” “indigenous,” and “American Indian” are used
interchangeably to provide variety and enliven the narrative. I indicate Apache names where
appropriate, but in most instances call individuals by their commonly known Spanish or
Anglicized names. Victorio was nearly always written as “Victoria” in archival sources, but for the
sake of uniformity and convenience, I use “Victorio”—or, occasionally, his Apache name “Bi-
duye.”This is not a definitive biography of Victorio; nor is such a study ever likely to be written.
During his lifetime, Victorio made no speeches, wrote no letters, and generated no documents



for historians to use. Nevertheless, although necessarily sketchy at times, this book attempts to
present a more well-rounded picture of Victorio than previously seen. He was indeed an eminent
warrior and military leader. At the same time, he was an honest, skilled chief who successfully
negotiated an ever-changing and shrinking middle ground. I would like to think that this study
helps us to correct stereotypes, come to grips with our nation’s shameful treatment of its
Indigenous peoples, and realize that sometimes the term “terrorism” is
relative.AcknowledgmentsRESEARCH and writing seem such solitary endeavors that it is
always amazing to come to the end of a project and discover how many people were actually
involved. First, it is only through the assistance and persistence of my mentor and friend Richard
Etulain that this book was written. He invited me to write a biography in this series and
encouraged me at various steps along the way. Once I began my research into Victorio’s life,
Margaret Connell Szasz, who ushered me through my dissertation and first book, was again a
positive influence, especially when frustration set in, and that was often. As the project
progressed, two of my former graduate student colleagues from the University of New Mexico
came to Michigan to teach Latin American history. Both understood the Mexican side of the
issues with which Victorio dealt and that I was struggling to put into context. Bruce Erickson and
Susan Richards provided insights into Mexican history and kept me connected with New
Mexico.I also turned to one of Lincoln County’s foremost historians and writers, Nora Henn, who
was secretary and assistant to Eve Ball. During several summer visits and over many glasses of
wine on her deck, Nora shared with me her valuable thoughts regarding Victorio’s impact on
southern New Mexico. So, too, did Karen Mills of the Lincoln County Courthouse in Carrizozo
and Drew Gomber of the Lincoln Heritage Trust open their archives and friendship to me in my
quest. I want to thank those staffing the Mescalero Apache Cultural Center for answering various
and sundry questions during the course of my research. Similarly, the staff at the Geronimo
Springs Museum in Truth or Consequences, New Mexico, provided assistance.My visit to the
University of New Mexico’s Center for Southwest Research was most fruitful. Mary Alice Tsosie
and Nancy Brown-Martinez, in particular, were eager to help me find collections, and in a couple
of instances they allowed me to read the paper copies rather than the microfilm versions.
Although new technology has gone a long way in preserving archives and making collections
more widely available, historians do love to touch the real thing from time to time. The archivists
at the New Mexico State Records and Archives deserve much credit for helping me wade
through the reams of territorial and governor papers as well.Living so far from the site of my
research sometimes created headaches, and I could not have accessed the primary material
that I did without my local college and university libraries. I started this research at Castleton
State College in Vermont, where Sandy Duling worked at locating some of my odder requests.
Without balking, she nearly always found them. Similarly, I thank Linda Shirato and other
members of the Halle Library at Eastern Michigan University for their suggestions and
assistance. I hope that the donation of my footnoted manuscript and my research will expand
that library’s archives and assist students interested in doing research into American Indian



history.A couple of years ago, I handed one of my students, Brittany Ford, a jumble of notes,
Xeroxed photos, and a few telephone numbers and asked her to help me locate photos for this
book. She spent weeks tracking down names, numbers, e-mails, and specific information.
Considering the confusing and impersonal electronic path to photos these days, she will never
know how helpful I found her efforts when it came time to locate images. My colleague Michael
Homel in the Department of History and Philosophy, in particular, offered encouragement at
steps along the way. From time to time, I gave lectures to my history students based on my
research and sought feedback. I want my students to know that many of the questions they
asked helped me to hone my writing and rethink, at times, my conclusions.I thank Eastern
Michigan University for its financial support. When I first arrived here in 2001, I immediately
applied for funding in order to do the archival research. The New Faculty Research Grant and
the Spring/Summer Research Grant proved invaluable to my completion of this project.Finally, I
want to apologize to all of my colleagues, friends, and relatives who did not get letters, e-mails,
and/or visits from me during the past several years and for the meetings that I missed. I sincerely
hope that publication of this biography of Victorio will help students and general readers
understand the Apache peoples of the nineteenth century and the complexity of interactions
between Indians, Mexicans, Anglos, and African American buffalo soldiers during this period. I
especially want them to realize that what is in the past cannot be changed, but the future always
offers new possibilities.VICTORIOCHAPTER 1In the BeginningON the last morning of his life,
October 10, 1880, Victorio watched the night sky change color ever so slightly. With dawn
perhaps an hour away, the all-embracing ebony became a canopy of deep charcoal and then
gradually grew lighter until threads of pale gray appeared to announce the impending sunrise. At
any moment, Victorio knew that gunfire would explode around him and destroy the serenity of
the desert. General Joaquin Terrazas’s Mexican militia surrounded him and his people, and
therefore Victorio dared not stand up or in any way relinquish his meager, rocky hiding place in
order to face east and pray, as was customary for an Apache man. He nevertheless dipped into
a tiny buckskin pouch that hung around his neck, removed a pinch of hádndín or sacred pollen,
and held it between his fingers. Then Victorio lifted his hand in the direction of the slowly rising
sun to thank Ussen for his many blessings.Two hours later, Terrazas’s soldiers overwhelmed the
craggy hiding place, killed Victorio and most of his band, and took the remaining women and
children prisoner. Victorio had undoubtedly anticipated the worst. For one thing, his people were
exhausted and dangerously low on ammunition. So, as he greeted that final morning on the
desert plains of northern Mexico, Victorio also must have wondered why Ussen and the deities
had withdrawn power previously bestowed upon the Apaches. Had Killer of Enemies, along with
his white men and guns, finally beaten Child of the Water? Perhaps monsters again walked the
land, or maybe it was because his Chihenne people could no longer live on or care for their
sacred land. What had he and his people done wrong? His thoughts must have turned, albeit
briefly, to the stories that had always sustained the Apache people and supplied all of the
answers.Thus, the story of Victorio’s life begins with earlier stories. Indeed, to better understand



Victorio—a man who left no written records and few oral accounts—we must go all the way back
to the Apache Creation story because it explains his connection to the land, his values, and in
fact, what Victorio and his people believed it meant to be Apache. On that October morning in
1880, Victorio knew very well that this story explained his peoples’ situation and perhaps had
even predicted it. The Creation story gave meaning to the universe and thus embodied the past,
present, and future. It opens a window into his essential character, and so we will begin
Victorio’s story there.The Apache Creation StoryVictorio never questioned that before there
were Apaches, the Creator, Ussen, had made the Apache world, including his beloved home at
Warm Springs. Ussen had created the earth and everything on it. He created the vast treeless
plains teeming with caribou in the north, where the ancestral Apaches began their American
journey, and He made the seemingly unlimited buffalo herds on the great prairies to the south,
where Victorio’s relatives, the plains Apaches, now lived.Ussen had fashioned the thick, jade-
colored forests and the rugged, nearly impenetrable mountains of southwestern New Mexico,
which would one day provide sanctuary for Victorio and his Warm Springs Apache children.
Ussen made the cool, glassy springs and streams that bubbled out of the mountains, as well as
the sacred hot springs of the Cañada Alamosa region. The white-tailed deer, the stately elk and
antelope, the mischievous rabbits and squirrels, even the lowly field mice were all part of
Ussen’s design, as were the bear, mountain lion, and rattlesnake. Because these were spiritual
manifestations, Victorio and his men would one day learn to hunt, in large part, by following
specific rituals and prayers and observing well-understood taboos, which honored the Creator
and the spirits of the animals. The Creator had also devised the piñon pines, wild strawberries,
yucca, and mescal to grow in exactly the right places. He had scattered all of the healing plants
and stones for his people to find when they needed these items. Victorio had understood from
an early age that Ussen’s gifts were blessings and with them came the intrinsic responsibility to
care for the land. If for any reason Victorio’s people neglected this duty, an imbalance would
result. They would endure misfortunes, chaos, and might even cease to exist as a people.The
Creator also placed White Painted Woman and her brother, Killer of Enemies, onto this beautiful
and abundant earth. According to the Apache stories, monsters also found their way onto
Ussen’s domain. Hence, it was a good world, but it was not perfect because the monsters
terrorized every living thing. Neither White Painted Woman nor Killer of Enemies dared to come
out of hiding for fear of encountering these monsters. The few human beings who lived on the
earth at the time could not enjoy the fresh woodlands or bathe in the clear rivers for constant fear
of attack. The Warm Springs di-yins or medicine men realized, of course, that “monsters” were
both literal and metaphoric. Thus, White Painted Woman and Killer of Enemies feared hideous,
savage beasts, but evil came in many packages, including smallpox, drought, and even Mexican
soldiers.The ominous presence of these first monsters filled White Painted Woman with such
dread that she hid her younger brother in a dark and isolated cave. Even so, out of sheer
desperation, Killer of Enemies periodically armed himself with bow and a quiver of arrows and
went in search of deer or elk to eat. Usually, the moment Killer of Enemies brought down his



game, the monsters lurking nearby leaped out and stole it. They found great sport in taking the
fresh venison or elk and laughing when Killer of Enemies cried. White Painted Woman and her
brother faced certain starvation and death at the hands of the monsters. She finally asked Ussen
for help in much the same way as Victorio would pray from his hiding place at Tres Castillos. In
the case of White Painted Woman, Ussen answered her prayers for help in such a way that all
who followed might benefit.The Apaches, or Indeh as they refer to themselves, tell many
versions of this story and of how Water subsequently impregnated White Painted Woman.
Victorio undoubtedly had his favorite and over the span of his lifetime had retold it many times.
Possibly in his version, she stretched out at the foot of a great waterfall and allowed Water to
glide between her legs. Or maybe Victorio preferred the version that said, she begged Ussen to
end a withering drought on earth and offered to surrender her own life in exchange for the badly
needed rain. Ussen took pity upon her. He summoned Water, who nourished earth and at the
same time fathered White Painted Woman’s son. In all versions of the story, she named the boy
Child of the Water. Besides Ussen the Creator, Child of the Water and White Painted Woman
were the most sacred deities to the Apache people. The monsters remained on the prowl,
however, and so White Painted Woman felt compelled to conceal her infant inside the secret
cave just as she had hidden Killer of Enemies. She knew the monsters would especially delight
in feasting upon her child’s tender flesh if they detected his presence.Much to her dismay, one
day White Painted Woman found Child of the Water standing bravely outside of the cave asking
Lightning for power. “Go back inside,” White Painted Woman pleaded. “You are just a boy, and
you are taking on a man’s task.” But Lightning agreed to test the boy. “Face east,” Lightning
commanded, and suddenly a powerful streak of black lightning lashed at Child of the Water. He
barely flinched. “Now face south,” Lightning ordered. Blue lightning struck with full force. Again,
Child of the Water stood his ground. From the west, streaks of yellow ignited the sky, and lastly,
from the north came white lightning. Lightning was impressed. “Your son possesses great
stamina and courage,” he told White Painted Woman. “I want you to fashion for him four arrows.
Make one each of black, blue, yellow, and white.” White Painted Woman carried out her task as
Lightning commanded. When she finished, she handed the four arrows to her son. From that
time on, Victorio’s people would honor each of the four cardinal directions as associated with
color, holy people, natural phenomenon, and life cycles.Child of the Water took the arrows and
left the cave. He traveled across the earth and stalked each of the monsters individually. He first
challenged Owl-Man Giant, who taunted the child and, after laughing, pounced on him with
every intention of killing him. Suddenly, Child of the Water reached into his quiver for the black
arrow and destroyed Owl-Man with a single shot. Next, Child of the Water pursued Buffalo
Monster and slew him with the blue arrow. With the yellow arrow, he killed the Eagle monsters,
and finally, he tracked down and used his white arrow to kill Antelope Monster. Now, Child of the
Water had vanquished all of the monsters. It was safe for White Painted Woman, Killer of
Enemies, and all the human beings to come forward and live happily upon Ussen’s beautiful
earth. At this point, however, there were still no Apaches. Victorio’s people had not yet arrived.So



Ussen placed two weapons—the gun and the bow and arrow—before Killer of Enemies and
Child of the Water. Since he was older, Killer of Enemies was allowed to select first. Killer of
Enemies picked up the gun. “You are now the chief of the white men,” Ussen told him. “Go and
find your people.” Then, armed with bow and arrows, Child of the Water became the first Apache.
Many years would pass before Killer of Enemies and Child of the Water’s people would meet
again in the American Southwest. In the meantime, Ussen called White Painted Woman and
Child of the Water to join him in the Sky Land. But before they did so, the Creator asked them to
instruct the Indeh regarding everything—the rituals, songs, prayers, and taboos—necessary for
their survival.Each generation thereafter would pass on these teachings. Like every Apache
male, Victorio would learn the Creation and other stories, and these would form his view of the
world around him and shape his behavior. One day he would receive Child of the Water’s most
sacred messages when he made the transition from boy to adult warrior. Similarly, his sisters
would hear White Painted Woman’s words and seek her blessings during their four-day puberty
ceremonies, the most sacred of all Apache rituals. This was White Painted Woman’s and Child
of the Water’s gift to Victorio’s ancestors. These stories told them how to care for their land and
how to live peacefully. Finally, Ussen assigned new homes to his Apache people. On these
lands, he placed game, wild fruits and vegetables, healing plants, and wood for their shelters
and their weapons. The climate on Victorio’s future homeland was warm and pleasant. Water
flowed abundantly. All Indeh received everything they needed to lead happy lives. It was up to
them, however, to find their specially chosen, sacred places.White Painted Woman and Child of
the Water feared that, despite all of Ussen’s blessings and their sacred instructions, Victorio’s
people might still need further assistance one day. Therefore, before they traveled to their new
home in Sky Land, mother and son asked Ussen to send the Mountain Spirits or the Gááns to
finish teaching the ceremonies. After they completed their task, the Gááns drew pictures of
themselves upon rocks throughout the Apache landscape and vowed that, whenever needed,
they would return to bestow further lessons or assistance. It was the Mountain Spirits’ gift to the
Apache people. The knowledge that the Gááns lived in a cave deep within the Guadalupe
Mountains tied Victorio’s Warm Springs people, and indeed all Apaches, even more closely to
their assigned homes in the American Southwest. When once asked why the Chiricahua
Apaches lived in the sun-baked expanses of the Arizona desert, the great chief Cochise replied
without hesitation, “God told them to do so.” Therefore, on the last day of his life, when Victorio
held his sacred hádndín in his fingers and thanked Ussen, he undoubtedly did so with a sense
of remorse for having somehow lost the land over which his people were responsible. He
perhaps also wondered which instruction or lesson they had violated. Or had Killer of Enemies
returned and a new cycle of fighting monsters begun?What the Scholars SayUssen had
selected lands for each of his Apache peoples. He did not, however, automatically place them
there. It was up to the people to find their designated place. The first Apaches began their
search for the desert and rugged mountain ranges, the well-watered valleys, even the stretches
of lava-pocked badlands of southern New Mexico and northern Mexico, at least a thousand



years before Victorio was born. In fact, the monsters, caves, and emphasis on direction found in
the Apache stories may recall a long-ago and lengthy migration. Although scholars have
painstakingly tried to reconstruct this migration, scientific evidence remains scanty.Cultural
anthropologists linguistically classify the Indeh as an Athapascan-speaking people. Shared
grammatical features and words link the Apache distantly to such bands still residing in western
Canada as the Dogrib and Hare, to the Sarci of southern Alberta, and to the Blackfoot of present-
day Montana. Thus, the journey probably began in the Subarctic region of western Canada or
eastern Alaska. Some of these early Athapascan speakers undoubtedly trailed the vast caribou
herds, which once covered the northern interior, and they lived almost exclusively on a diet of
meat. Other Athapascans fished the icy glacial waters of the Great Bear and Great Slave lakes
or harvested salmon from the fast-flowing Mackenzie River in today’s Northwest
Territory.According to one version of the scholarly story, Victorio’s distant ancestors followed the
caribou south as the migrating herds tried to escape the coming cycle of global cooling
commonly called an Ice Age. Afterward, when the climate finally began to warm again, the
caribou shifted back to the north, but not all of the Athapascan people followed them. Some,
indeed, trailed the caribou herds north, but others continued traveling southward. Thus, never a
united group to begin with, the Athapascans splintered even further.Another story, however,
suggests an entirely different triggering event. In about A.D. 700, a volcano erupted
unexpectedly in the St. Elias mountain range along the Alaska and Yukon border with such
intensity that massive quantities of volcanic ash spewed across the Yukon and as far east as
Northwest Territory. The ash obscured the sunlight for weeks, maybe months. It choked off
waterways and suffocated huge numbers of fish. It painted a thick blanket of grit across normally
brown and relatively fertile earth. According to this scenario, the eruption and devastating
aftermath forced many indigenous peoples to flee. Still other Athapascans began moving south
between A.D. 950 and 1000, when a series of cataclysmic earthquakes rocked the Pacific Coast.
Large numbers of them settled in the Great Lakes region and eventually became known as the
Chippewa groups. Other bands stopped their migration in southern Alberta or Saskatchewan,
Montana, or the Dakotas. These became the Sarci, Blackfoot, and Cree. However, those who
came to be called the Lipan and Kiowa Apaches continued traveling. Somewhere around
present-day Montana or Wyoming, they encountered buffalo herds and followed these animals
onto the Great Plains.Victorio’s immediate ancestors progressed slowly down the spine of the
Rockies, taking hundreds of years to arrive in the Southwest. Those who eventually became the
Mescalero and Jicarilla Apaches probably remained east of the Continental Divide. The future
Chiricahuas, Western Apaches, and Navajos perhaps followed a route that kept them west of
the Divide. It is noteworthy that Victorio’s people would always prefer mountains to flat regions, a
trait that survived the long migration. They camped in high valleys whenever they could. They
fled to the most isolated, rugged mountain ranges they could find when pursued, and they
fought their enemies with a canyon wall or cliff at their backs whenever possible.The final split
between eastern and western Apaches probably occurred no earlier than about A.D. 1300. This



would explain the large number of shared cultural characteristics. In many respects, therefore,
Victorio’s ancestors—the Chiricahuas, or more specifically, the Chihennes—were very much a
people in-between because they found their sacred land midway between the Mescalero and
the Western Apaches.The Chiricahua Bands SeparateAccording to their stories, the
Chiricahuas all originated at Warm Springs. More accurately, perhaps, this is where they
became Apaches. The mystical, perpetually 110-degree mineral springs offered them great
healing powers, and the surrounding canyons protected the people from outsiders. At these
springs, they say, White Painted Woman and Child of the Water first handed down their lessons
to the Indeh. Here they gave each band its own supernatural gifts of power. Indeed, it was at
Warm Springs—which the Spanish called Ojo Caliente—where the people truly became
Chiricahua. They never saw themselves as members of a larger or far-reaching nation or tribe,
although they acknowledged a degree of kinship. They traded, intermarried, and occasionally—
albeit rarely—fought among themselves. Having received their powers and instructions from
White Painted Woman and Child of the Water, the various bands had simply departed for the
land Ussen assigned them. All traveled to their own rugged yet beautiful environments. Each
region was biologically diverse and teeming with delicious wild foods. In most areas, the river
bottoms offered women, elders, and children the opportunity to grow corn, beans, pumpkins,
and squash. Most important, the Guadalupe Mountains, where the Mountain Spirits resided,
were central to all of the Chiricahua people.Spanish and American records reflect a recurring
inability to identify accurately the various groups, and for that reason, a brief explanation seems
appropriate. Victorio’s people—the Chihenne or Red Paint People—remained at Warm Springs.
They were the largest of the Chiricahua groups, and they saw Warm Springs as their spiritual
center. Some students of Apache history claim they were not Chiricahuas at all, but a distinctly
separate people. Other interpretations say that the term “Chiricahua” generally referred to those
who lived between the Mescaleros and the Western Apache bands. Because of the uncertainty
and the close association between the Warm Springs and other Chiricahua bands, this book
accepts the second interpretation.The Chihennes came to control a vast region in extreme
western New Mexico that lay west of the Rio Grande and all the way to the Gila River. It was a
place recently abandoned. Victorio’s ancestors came to know the enigmatic Mogollon people
who had previously lived there from the broken black-and-white ceramic pottery shards strewn
about the riverbanks. It is possible that the Mogollons were still living in the region when the
earliest Apaches arrived and that they merged with the Pueblos after the newcomers moved in.
But once these ancient ones had moved away, long before Victorio’s time, they left a
geographical vacuum to fill. It encompassed what are today the Mimbres, Black, Sierra Negretta,
and San Mateo mountain ranges and valleys—the Chihenne homeland where Victorio would
one day live. If historians have found it difficult to pinpoint the Chihennes, it is because their
numerous bands remained small, fluid, and extremely mobile. They never traveled as a single
unit, but in many extended family groups dubbed rancherias. This made them even more difficult
for European-Americans to categorize. The Spanish, Mexicans, and Americans referred to them



as the Warm Springs, Copper Mines, or Mimbres Apaches, depending on where they resided, or
simply lumped them together as Gilas or Gileños. One of the first Chihenne leaders of historical
record was Ojos Coloradas, whose heyday roughly spanned the 1780s and ’90s. Victorio was
the last primary chief of the Chihenne people.Warm Springs country, New MexicoThere were
three other Chiricahua bands, and during his lifetime Victorio would interact with them all. The
Chokonens—sometimes called the Central Chiricahua—lived in the Chiricahua and Dragoon
Mountains of southern Arizona. Cochise, or Goci for his prominent nose, was the last great
Chokonen chief. Victorio considered Cochise a friend, and after the great chief’s death on June
8, 1874, many of his followers made Victorio their leader. The Bedonkohes, the smallest
Chiricahua band, lived northwest of the Chihennes along the Gila River and into the Mogollon
and Tularosa mountain ranges. Geronimo was the most famous of the Bedonkohes.
Occasionally, Victorio and Geronimo came together to war or raid, but their interactions were
few. There is some evidence, in fact, that Victorio did not entirely trust Geronimo and even
considered him a troublemaker.Finally, the Nednhis lived in roughly the same region as the
Chihennes until some time in the early nineteenth century. They eventually migrated to the
rugged and forbidding Sierra Madres of northern Mexico, which they called the Blue Mountains.
Juh (pronounced Whoa) was the last great chief of the Nednhis. For years, no white man
crossed the Blue Mountains without Chief Juh’s permission. In October 1880, Victorio and his
band were fleeing to Juh’s stronghold when Joaquin Terrazas’s soldiers caught up with them. As
late as 1927, a small group of supposed Apaches killed a Mexican woman and kidnapped her
young son on a lonely road winding through the Sierra Madres. This event sent anthropologists
such as Western Apache scholar Grenville Goodwin into action. For several years, they
searched diligently for so-called wild Apaches still camped in those mountain recesses. They
discovered some old camps, but no inhabitants. Goodwin, for one, guessed that these
represented the last of Juh’s Nednhis—with perhaps some of Geronimo’s Bedonkohes who had
managed to elude the U.S. Army’s roundup in 1886—but, of course, he would never know for
certain.The Spanish Story BeginsBy most scholarly accounts, Victorio’s ancestors arrived in
their new homeland no later than 1550. If this is accurate—and there are few historians who
dispute this—it means that Victorio’s ancestors and the Spanish conquistadors set foot in the
American Southwest at about the same time, and both were newcomers. In 1519, Hernán
Cortés encountered the vast and powerful Aztec Empire. He led his soldiers into the Aztec
capital of Tenochtitlán, a wealthy trade center where farmers sold corn and traders brought
brilliant macaw feathers and exotic leopard skins from the jungles to tempt the rich. The Aztecs
had expanded their political and economic stranglehold outward until only the tribes far to the
north escaped their crushing military and penchant for captives.In August 1521, aided by
shattering epidemics of smallpox and pneumonia, Cortés defeated the Aztec Empire. The
Spanish had come to the New World in search of gold or other wealth. Within a few years,
aggressive Spanish slave traders headed north, and they encountered a region in flux. At this
time, Mesoamerica was suffering from a cycle of extreme drought that lasted throughout the



sixteenth century and into seventeenth. Once dependable rivers became dry beds; ponds and
seasonal streams frequently saw no water at all for years. Corn, squash, chilies, and melons
withered in the fields. This was an already fragile environment, and these Indians lived always on
the edge, so to speak. As a result, in northern Mexico, the sedentary and agricultural Opata
Indians, for example, were pushing others such as the Yaquis and Lower Pimas in Sonora
southward down the Rio Yaqui, probably in a search for more and better land.Farther east, at the
confluence of the Rio Grande and Rio Conchos, a large group of Indian peoples, whom the
Spanish loosely dubbed Jumanos, also vied for land. The nomadic Sumas, Jovas, and Mansos
were in the process of adjusting their territories when the Tepehuans and “wild” Tarahumaras—
sometimes called Raramuri—moved in. The result was a sort of no-man’s-land of unsettled
borders and extreme fluidity. And as the Spanish explored Gran Chichimeca—that vast cactus-
strapped desert hundreds of miles north of Tenochtitlán—and moved into what would one day
be the Mexican state of Chihuahua, Victorio’s ancestors were settling onto lands just north of
there. To understand the situation in which Victorio’s people found themselves, it is imperative to
examine, albeit briefly, the changes taking place and the instability that resulted.Spanish slavers
carried smallpox, typhus, dysentery, and pneumonia to many of the Native peoples of New
Spain’s northern frontier. Then in 1534, a new plague called measles hit the region. More
Natives died. The survivors experienced tremendous shock and remained weak from prolonged
illness. Some became permanently disfigured. Apaches, however, were not yet directly affected.
But they would not escape for long. Slave raiders also brought horses, swine, cattle, and
chickens to the region, and the Indians came to value the additional food sources, even though
these new animals drove off indigenous wildlife and trampled gardens. With the Spanish arrival,
many sedentary tribes deserted their irrigated fields to avoid enslavement and disease.
Prospective ranchers and Spaniards seeking new deposits of gold and silver to exploit saw this
flight as an invitation to move into the abandoned villages.Principal Indian groups in Chihuahua,
MexicoAlthough in 1542, King Carlos V of Spain issued the New Laws, reinforcing an earlier ban
on Indian slavery, Indian captives remained lucrative trade items. Even in Victorio’s lifetime,
slavery was rampant. Moreover, with slavery technically deemed illegal, the practice of
encomienda simply increased. Encomienda allowed a few privileged upper-class citizens to
demand tribute in the form of goods or labor from Indian peoples. A feudal institution that
predated 1492, the encomendero was obliged to protect and provide religious instruction for his
Indian workers. Abuses were rampant. When in 1548 explorers discovered three immense and
astonishingly pure veins of silver in Zacatecas, miners swarmed in, and with the increased
demand for Indian labor, slavers penetrated Gran Chichimeca with newfound vigor.Indians, in
turn, ambushed Spanish slave caravans and bullion-filled wagon trains. They especially liked to
hide atop tall outcroppings of volcanic rocks called mixtons, which rose oddly from the flat llano
or plain below. From this vantage point, Indians could see for miles in every direction. Victorio
would one day in the future discover that strategic advantage. Once Natives spotted a wagon
train weighted down with silver ore and plodding towards their hiding place, they might watch it



for hours. When the heavy wagons were directly below the mixton, warriors hurled boulders or
spears.Called the Chichimeca War, this conflict dominated Gran Chichimeca until about 1580.
The Spanish so feared the Chichimecas—a loose confederation of many indigenous peoples of
the region—that they initiated the practice of beheading captured Indian males over twelve years
of age. The government paid bounties for these grisly souvenirs, thus establishing a dangerous
and lasting tradition that would later plague Victorio and his Chihenne people.Once the
Chichimeca War ended, the Spanish again ventured north. The conflict had probably given
Apaches time to gain somewhat of a foothold in the Southwest, however. This time Franciscan
and Jesuit friars accompanied the soldiers and explorers. War, cycles of disease, and continuing
slave raids made the Indians of Chihuahua, especially the sedentary Indians, fair game for slave
raids or the alternative, Christianity. In 1590 the Tepehuans converted. The Tarahumaras fled.
So, too, did the Opatas, who lived north of the Tarahumaras and had met their first Spaniards in
1540 with the arrival of explorer Francisco Vasquéz de Coronado. Coronado had constructed a
hasty camp on the upper Sonora River, which he named Corazones, while he readied his men
and supplies to explore Nuevo Mexico. He coerced the Opatas to perform heavy labor for his
men, and when he departed Coronado handed Corazones over to the men who remained
behind. They overworked the Opatas and raped their women. Enraged, the Opatas had killed
the Spanish intruders and burned Corazones to the ground. Despite their hatred of the Spanish,
some fifty years later, the Opatas, war-exhausted and weak from disease, surrendered their
freedom, moved into the missions, and converted to Christianity. Their population declined
rapidly after 1700. By the nineteenth century they were so dependent that Victorio’s people
came to see them as Spanish lackeys.The prosperous, agricultural Jumanos were next. In 1580,
the Jumanos lived in the Rio Grande Valley; they probably numbered about twenty thousand to
thirty thousand and represented not one but many different people united through trade,
intermarriage, and anti-Spanish sentiment. Although the Jumanos used trade to hold off the
Spanish for a while, many of them eventually fled, entered the mission system, or allied with the
newly arrived Apaches in order to survive.In 1598, a Basque explorer named Juan de Oñate
established the first permanent Spanish settlement north of the Rio Grande near present-day
Santa Fe. His small colony failed by 1610, but the Spanish Crown agreed to finance a
Franciscan mission colony in its stead. As friars saved souls and civilian governors worked to
enrich themselves, the Pueblos grew increasingly disenchanted and restless under the Spanish
thumb. Demands for Indian labor intensified even as disease, drought, and famine robbed them
of their livelihoods and sapped their energy. The Pueblos rebelled in 1680.The great Pueblo
Revolt, as it was called, inspired other rebellions, which raked across northern Mexico and
caught the missionaries, in particular, by surprise. The Opatas rebelled in 1681. The Sumas and
Mansos rose up in 1683, agreed to a peace in late 1684, but rebelled again in 1686. In Sonora,
the Lower Pimas staged a revolt in 1687, and the Upper Pimas followed eight years later. The
Tarahumaras and Conchos attacked Spanish settlers and missions in 1690, and in 1696 the
Tarahumaras rebelled again. By 1689 rebellions forced the closure of nearly all missions in



Nuevo León and Nueva Vizcaya. In response, the Spanish built presidios, or frontier garrisons, at
Janos (1685) and Fronteras (1690) to put down rebellions and police the northern frontier. They
also created mobile cavalry units to take war to the Indians. Although the Apaches in
southwestern New Mexico played little if any role in these rebellions, they undoubtedly watched
with great interest. Their lack of agriculture made them hunters and gatherers. Their mobility
made them ideal traders. Moreover, in the tense peace that followed, Victorio’s ancestors were
drawn more and more frequently into the Spanish sphere. By the time of Victorio’s birth around
1825, the Indeh and the Spanish had established intricate relationships based upon
intermarriage, warfare, slavery, and especially trade. But building trade networks took
time.Apaches Create a Raid-and-Trade EconomyIn 1693, the Spanish, including the Franciscan
friars, returned to New Mexico. This time they were somewhat more tolerant toward the Pueblos
and their religious practices. After their return, Spanish records seldom mention bands such as
the Sumas, Mansos, and Jumanos, suggesting perhaps that these had merged with other tribes.
The Spanish worried considerably about the Apaches, who were now firmly established in the
region. The Apaches living west of the Rio Grande existed in small autonomous units, which the
Spanish dubbed rancherías, independent of each other and extremely mobile. This was one
reason why the Spanish found it so difficult to tell them apart or classify them.In addition, the
Apaches shunned Spanish missions. For one thing, Catholic beliefs ran counter to traditional
Apache spirituality and beliefs. According to the Indeh, Ussen had made them caretakers of the
land, but He had not given them dominion over it. Victorio’s ancestors clearly thought
themselves superior to the Spanish, but knew that no human ruled Ussen’s natural world. Oddly,
the Europeans acted as if they were superior to all else. Also, the friars set aside the Sabbath as
a day of worship and no work, while Victorio’s people saw prayer and work as interconnected.
Finally, the friars insisted upon isolating Christianized Indians and sealing them away in missions
where they grew dependent upon garden vegetables and handouts of meat and clothing.
Apaches revered freedom above all else.Still, during times of severe drought, the Chiricahuas
occasionally sought out the missions for survival purposes. Ironically, even as Spanish friars
defined the Gileños as savages, they welcomed them into the missions, suggesting a more
complex relationship than history has often led us to believe. If, at times, Apaches broke
Christian crosses, bells, and statues of saints, their actions probably indicated a reaffirmation of
their own power or perhaps an attempt to ward off witchcraft rather than overt animosity towards
the friars, according to historian H. Henrietta Stockel.Moreover, as Victorio’s Chihenne
ancestors established themselves in the Southwest, they sought ways to subsist that would
support their autonomy and independence. The sedentary nature of tribes like the Pueblos and
Opatas made them primary targets. Their livestock were easily spirited away and their corn
readily confiscated. Isolated Spanish farmers were also ideal suppliers. Since Indians and
Spanish alike were avid traders, Apaches became an important cog in the trade network. At first,
much of the exchange was in blankets, tallow, hides, and meat. The Spanish traded tools, metal
pots and pans, knives, and guns. Horses and mules became big business, and slaves always



brought a profit. Liquor was always in great demand. Over time, the Chiricahuas developed what
is probably best described as a raid-and-trade economy and lifestyle. Spanish literature
overflows with tales of what Spaniards considered Apache thievery. Victorio’s people undeniably
took not only slaves but also myriad horses, oxen, cattle, and literally tons of Spanish-and Indian-
grown corn. Some, of course, was for their own sustenance. Beef augmented venison and elk;
corn added to a diet of wild fruits, vegetables, and nuts. Much of this, however, was filtered into
the vast trade network. So, too, were Spanish and Indian captives taken and sold into slavery. It
is important to note that as the raid-and-trade economy developed, Spanish and other Indians
frequently invaded Apache villages as well. Moreover, Spanish and French accounts—and later
those of the Americans—often conveniently neglect to mention their roles as
consumers.Raiding intensified across the Southwest after 1700, and it made Apaches a vital
cog in the regional economy. The Rio Grande Jumanos and Mescaleros, for example,
cooperated to move stolen livestock to points of exchange where nobody would question their
identity. They took slaves to large trade fairs or gatherings and sold them or sometimes bartered
them back to their own people. Plains Apaches such as the Lipans and Kiowa Apaches
established trade networks that reached north into Comanche and Sioux country and beyond
that into French America. Historian Gary Clayton Anderson has referred to these activities as
“aggressively enterprising,” and they could not have thrived without the active participation of
other indigenous peoples and Europeans.Thousands of captured Indians ended up in Spanish
communities. Between 1700 and 1760, priests baptized approximately eight hundred Apache
captives under the age of eighteen in their churches and missions across Chihuahua and
Sonora. Historian James Brooks recorded nine hundred Apache converts alone over the course
of the century and argued that the Spanish, Pimas, and Opatas sought Apache labor for their
mines and in the fields. As the slave trade mushroomed, raiders herded their human cargoes
north to feed a growing French and Indian trade east of the Mississippi River and into Canada. In
turn, Apaches and Comanches took French-allied Indian captives for trade south. A search of
records in New Mexico also reveals baptismal and burial records of people identified as
Pawnee, an Indian tribe closely associated with French trade. Sometimes, too, Indians and
Europeans alike took young children to raise. In fact, some accounts say, Victorio was taken
captive as a child and raised as an Apache. Women and older children might serve as slaves,
and Victorio reportedly had one or more Mexican slaves working for him at any given time. Many
of these slaves were eventually adopted. Raids often led to retaliatory warfare that helped fuel
the Apache reputation for cruelty. Yet, in this moneyless frontier society where economic survival
depended on the movement of goods, the Apaches were no more brutal than any other
group.The Spanish Expand Their InfluenceWhen Spanish authorities discovered French-made
rosaries and weapons among the trade items, they began to fret over what they perceived as
French threats to New Spain. Indians played no role in these colonial intrigues, although they
frequently found themselves pulled into European in-fighting. Apaches, for example, had no idea
that, in 1719, France, England, Holland, and Austria aligned themselves against Spain in a



conflict known as the War of the Quadruple Alliance. They did notice, however, new presidios
constructed at Terrenate in Chihuahua (1741) and Tubac (1752) and Tucson (1769) in Sonora.
They were naturally unaware that in 1763 the Spanish crowned a Bourbon king, who had strong
ties to the French ruling family. On the other hand, with the French threat gone, Indians quickly
realized that Spain had turned new attention to the northern frontier of New Spain and its Native
peoples. Whenever this happened, the delicately balanced relationship between Apache and
Spaniard was altered in some way.The series of changes that followed were collectively known
as the Bourbon Reforms. In 1764, the indefatigable Marqués de Rubí embarked upon a two-year
inspection of Spain’s frontier defenses. His stated goal was to find out why the Indians “are so
audacious” and Spanish soldiers “of so little use.” It is possible that Victorio’s direct ancestor,
Chihenne chief Ojos Coloradas, watched Rubí as he entered Apache country. In all, Rubí
surveyed twenty-three of the twenty-four presidios between eastern Texas and the Gulf of
California and concluded that, above all else, corruption undermined Spain’s military efforts on
the northern frontier. He found sixty-one soldiers manning one Texas garrison and only two
serviceable muskets and twenty-five functional horses between them. Why, he asked? It turned
out that the presidio’s commanding officer customarily traded the best supplies and lined his
own pockets. Sometimes he sold goods to the very Indians whom the Spanish were seeking to
subdue, undermining his government’s efforts and contributing to the Apache raid-and-trade
network. While Apaches and Comanches possessed Spanish-made firearms, Spanish soldiers
rode into battle in shirtsleeves instead of the regulation cuera, or heavy layered leather jacket,
and with bows and arrows. Soldiers had to purchase equipment from their commanders, who
marked up prices and sometimes withheld pay, thereby reducing the typical frontier soldier to
debt servitude. His family usually lived in substandard housing. Horses pastured outside of the
presidio walls fell prey to Indian raids. Therefore, it was nearly impossible to recruit soldiers, and
only the most desperate or deficient would agree to serve. The mobile cavalry units were as
poorly mounted and badly armed, Rubí concluded, and almost entirely ineffective.
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